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THE BEGINNING 
While speaking at a congressional hearing on Dec. 8 2021, congressman Brad Sherman made 
the statement, “Bitcoin could be displaced by Ethereum which could be displaced by Dogecoin 
which could be replaced by HampsterCoin and then there’s CobraCoin. What could 
MongooseCoin do to CobraCoin?” In true fashion the crypto community immediately began 
minting batches of memcoins, giving the middle finger to those governmental forces circling their 
wagons. They are here to take what we’ve created. They want a piece of the pie. 

 Freedom. That’s what cryptocurrency was born from. Created out of our desire to be free from 
the ever present authorities that legislate, often through ignorance, and inevitably limit self 
expression and entrepreneurship. They say to protect us from ourselves right? Mr Sherman 
stated, “The number one threat to crypto is crypto….” And honestly if you’ve been in crypto long 
enough to hit send on a buy, you’ve probably been rugged. O.G’s all the way down to newbies 
have been victim to one form of fraud or another. So much so that it’s baked in the cake. It’s 
accepted as part of the process. And yes, fraud is everywhere. It’s in our nature to try and find an 
edge, pushing boundaries. It’s capitalism-ish 101. But here we are in the midst of being 
encircled by a hungry pack of greedy wolves (I.e. the government and big business) and we’re 
literally eating our own tails. 

And so for all you MongooseCoins, CobraCoins, HampsterCoins, and you can S-my-DCoins 
because we’re sick and tired of all the anonymous  fraudsters trying to ruin our ability to build 
wealth for ourselves and our families. We’re not just pissed, we’re RABID. 

rabidMONGOOSE is born. 
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-Approved for access to
individuals research

platform.

USA, Canada, and several 
European countries 

-Community collaboration to
express desires and concerns of 

service

-Discuss criteria that members must
meet to be given approval

-Integrate secure file
transfer portal to website

-Community driven
security testing exercises

-Begin processing applications
for a Level 1 RABID approval

badge

-Issue NFT badge for
members to proudly display
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What is Rabiddoxxed? 
In the world of Defi, the term doxxing is thrown around frequently. To have a successful 
project, the current standard is for team members to reveal their true identities to the 
community. This raises an abundance of concerns with most of them surrounding 
personal security and privacy. With hackers and scammers plentiful in the community, 
an individual puts themselves at serious risk by giving out certain details of their lives. 
Many projects that have the purest of intentions are started by individuals who have real 
world lives. They have real jobs, in the real world, with real consequences that can 
occur that are beyond their control if this information were to fall into the wrong hands. 
There is a real threat of becoming a random target of groups with malicious intent. 
Because of this, there is no leading standard for how one can properly doxx 
themselves. Many team leaders want investors to feel safe when investing in their 
project, but the idea of revealing their personal information in such a chaotic space is 
down right dangerous.  

Rabiddoxxed is here to help change this by creating a new standard for what individuals 
can do to ensure trust in the community as well as protect themselves from being a 
target. 

What does this have to do with 
RabidMongoose? 
The story of RabidMongoose has already circulated the Defi world and has brought 
tremendous attention to our project. Unfortunately, some of that attention was extremely 
detrimental to our launch. We have re-prioritized some of our other projects we have 
been working on to bring the community the much-needed utility we have been 
promising. The concept is simple. Our token, RabidMongoose, known as RABID, is the 
parent of every project we are creating. To be a holder of RABID, means long term 
rewards as our products and services slowly start rolling out. The purpose of this 
whitepaper is to distinguish the connection between the two but the details of how they 
will be connected are still in the testing stage and as we continue the development of 
RabidDoxxed, those details will be slowly rolled out up to the release. The 
RabidMongoose community has shown their unwavering support by sticking with us 
through the thickest of it, and now is the time to show the world what we’re made of and 
how we’re bringing that change! 
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